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Nigeria’s Minister for Mines and Steel Development Dr Kayode Fayemi to 

deliver opening keynote address at major International Mining Conference - 

Mining Investment Africa  

Mining Investment Africa (www.mininginvestmentafrica.com), West Africa’s leading international 

Mining Conference, is deeply honoured to announce that Dr Kayode Fayemi, Nigeria’s Minister for 

Mines and Steel Development, will deliver the opening keynote address on 15 May about unlocking 

the mining potential of Nigeria. This will be the first time Mining Investment Africa has welcomed 

Minister Fayemi to this global mining event which will be held in Abuja from 15-17 May.  

Mining Investment Africa was first launched in Nigeria in 2016 by the organiser Spire Events 

(Singapore). This conference is part of a global Mining Investment Conference Series which connects 

miners with investors and service providers whilst highlighting mining opportunities in the host 

country/region. With the Nigerian government’s announcement of the roadmap to align the country’s 

mining sector to global best practices to improve its competitiveness, 2017 will be a crucial year for 

the Nigerian and regional West African mining industry.  

Benefits of attending Mining Investment Africa 

Global and local attendees will be able to gain valuable first hand insights from Minister Fayemi on 

the progress of Nigeria’s mining roadmap as well as network with fellow attendees for new business 

opportunities. Mining Investment Africa will also incorporate presentations and discussions on global 

mining finance strategies, commodity trends and regional country specific roundtable discussions to 

give a holistic overview on the mining sector for all attendees. This will be facilitated through Mining 

Investment Africa’s impressive line-up of Nigerian and international speakers which include:  

• Mr Alhaji Mohammed Amate (CEO, Mining Cadastral Office, Nigeria) 

• Mr Vimbai Chakanetsa (CEO, Destiny Mineral and Agricultural Consultants, UAE) and;  

• Philip Andrews (CEO and Director, Pridolian, Ireland) amongst others.  

Sponsors and exhibitors will also be able to profile themselves to the key stakeholders in the Nigerian 

governmental and institutional mining sector through this Mining Investment Africa platform.  

With Mining Investment Africa only a few weeks away, seats are filling up fast. Interested sponsors 

and delegates can still sign up via the website: www.mininginvestmentafrica.com or email the 

organisers at enquiry@spire-events.com  

http://www.mininginvestmentafrica.com/
http://www.mininginvestmentafrica.com/
mailto:enquiry@spire-events.com


Background on Mining Investment Global Conferences 

Mining Investment Africa is part of a global Conference Series organised by Spire Events since 2015. 

In 2017, Mining Investment Asia and Botswana have already been successfully held in Singapore and 

Gaborone, Botswana respectively. After Nigeria, the conference will return to countries such as 

Panama and Oman before launching in new destinations such as India, China, Germany, Canada and 

Argentina.  

The full calendar of Mining Investment Conferences can be found at www.spire-events.com  
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